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Director's Comments

• Field days: lots of visiting goes on
R. A. Moore

I
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like field days. They bring
people together. They are a
chance to learn about new
technology and to exchange ideas.
I get lots of questions and comments from folks, and it's always
nice to run into former students
who remember me.
I was so busy visiting I missed
all the tours at the Dakota Lakes
field day, just as well, since every
wagon was filled to capacity anyway with a few people left over to
wait for the next. For me, missing
the tours was no big problem. I'd
catch one of the seven different
tours in July.
I did see that Dwayne Beck,
station manager, had some of the
same problems you had-lots of
replanting because of late frost.
Ray Moore, right, chats with a visitor during a recent
field day at the Southeast Fann.
Now he tells me he may be short
of cash. He can't go to the bank
and borrow, our state doesn't
tative of the program and accomplishallow that. He comes to me. I can be
ments of Manager Jim Smolik and his
sympathetic. That's about all I can offer
group. Thanks to the Crop Improvement
him.
Association for helping to make this modOur Southeast Farm also had a great
em facility a reality. Perhaps none of this
field day. The most-asked question was,
would have happened without the gen"Why is Dale leaving?" Industry made
erosity of Orrin Korth and his family who
Station Manager Dale Sorensen such an
own the land. Orrin also planted a lot of
attractive offer he couldn't tum it down.
evergreens that add a great touch to the
We don't want to lose him but are pleased
area.
he has this opportunity.
The tours aren't over. We look ahead
We are lucky in that Dr. Fred Shubeck
to visiting with many of you at the West
has agreed to put the harness on again
River stations.
and return as acting manager until we
replace Dale. Fred managed the farm
until his retirement about 8 years ago.
at questions will you bring?
We are looking for a permanent manager,
Many of you have had good
but it takes time to find someone like Fred
ones already: Who owns that
and Dale.
tractor? After all th~ frost, flood, hail,
If you were at Highmore for the
rain, how come the com looks so good?
evening tour, you surely were impressed
Why are you doing research on bST? We
with the station. Thanks to Manager Brad
haven't had rain in our area for 18
Farber and his assistant, Mike Volek,
months; what now? We haven't had anyHighmore not only has a top research pro- thing but rain in our area for the last 18
gram but a most respectable headquarters
days; what now? Is the new Assistant
area to boot. Mike's personal interest in
Secretary for Science and Education in
landscaping puts the looks of the HighUSDA the same Duane Acker that was
more station head and shoulders above
Dean of Ag here several years ago?
·many field stations we have seen around
the country.
A pork loin feed always is better when
he tractor? You own it. It was
shared with friends at the Northeast Staeither paid for with your tax doltion twilight tour. The old, unsightly
lars or obtained as a gift. In any
buildings are gone, leaving the new, modevent, it's yours now. Too much or too litem headquarters which is truly representle rain on the com? We have found lots
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of answers to your questions
over the years, but, as always,
South Dakota climate and
nature throw us ever more
"posers."
It's the same for bST. We do
research because there are questions, and in this day and age,
none of us dares make informed
decisions based on partial
answers.
The new Assistant Secretary?
Yes, he's the man you remember. Since Duane Acker left
here, he has been vice president
at the University of Nebraska,
president of Kansas State, and
director of the Office of International Cooperation and Development and Foreign Ag Research
in Washington, D.C. Dr. Orville
Bentley was the first Assistant
Secretary for Science and Education. He, too, was Dean of Ag at
SDSU. We train them right in South
Dakota.

W

ile I talked with one visitor, a
ig tractor moved across a neighoring field. It prompted a
remark that the land-grant system is
responsible for the bigness in agriculture
and the demise of the family farm.
Yes that tractor allows its owner to
farm ~ore. Its price tag also leaves him
no choice. He must farm more. There are
lots and lots of things-social, economic,
geographic, personal--out and beyond
the scope of the Experiment Station that
go into his decision to buy that tractor .. If
anything, the breadth q( the programs m
the land -grant system has probably
slowed the impacts of social and economic
changes in rural America.
We certainly hope, and do expect, that
a farmer who incorporates our data and
research findings into his planning will
make informed decisions that will be to
his benefit, that he will make the "right"
decision for him.
inally, somebody usually asks a
last question, "Do you like your
·
job?"
You bet. It is the best in the world. If
not, I would have quit long ago. And when
I do quit, I will still go to field days. 0
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support price and production levels.
Nationally, oats production is declining and exports are increasing "as government programs force oats out of pro- ~
duction," in the words of Pat Henderson, I )
executive director of the American Oat
Association.
"Neither the U.S. market price nor
the U.S. farm program target price of
$1.45 per bushel provides sufficient
incentive for producers to grow oats,"
said Henderson.
South Dakota continues to hold the
number-one ranking among oats-producing states. Last year, 38.5 million
bushels were produced in the state. That
prominence encourages oats research at
SDSU.
"Oats provide crop producers a small
grain for cash-crop rotations, a mid-summer income, and provide better time distribution. Oats have low inputs, compared to other cash crops like corn," said
Dr. Dale Reeves, oat breeder and
researcher at SDSU.
Reeves said oats will not tolerate
drought or extreme hot weather well,
especially during grain filling. Oats usually develops rapidly in the early spring
when soils are cool and moist. Most oats
in South Dakota is used as livestock feed.

or 22 years, SDSU has funded
the oat breeding and production
research project supervised by
Reeves. Reeves and his oat research
assistant, Lon Hall, have researched and
developed new oat varieties that are
more disease resistant and produce higher yields.
While they have released nine new
oat varieties since 1970, they have also
developed approximately 500 crosses
each year.
"We hope to release one variety every
3 years. This means that for every 1,500
crosses we make, there may be one new
variety," said Reeves. "It takes about 10
years from the time a new cross is made
before it is available to producers."
Such varieties, like Hytest, Kelly, and
Settler, may be familia r to oat producers
because these varieties are still produced
across South Dakota.
Reeves strives to develop a variety
with strong straw, good resistance to disease, high yields, high test weight, white
hulls, and high protein and oil percent.
Tlie researcher's most recent oat variety, Troy, has white grain and good test
weight and is considered a moderately
late selection.

F

Oats research:
livestock feed,
cash crop,
cereal in the morning
Robyn Heine

n aggressive oats research program at SDSU continues to
produce new knowledge about
· the grain that recently has gained new
prominence in improving human health.
Oats research, crossing severa l disciplines and departments, is producing
new varieties, while also exploring more

A

deeply the biomedical makeup of the kernel, or groat, that contributes to human
health and nutrition.
The search for knowledge and
improved varieties comes at a time
when, on a national scale, oats is enjoying increased demand for human consumption and a decline in government
2
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Reeves said Troy is moderately resistant to prevalent races of barley yellow
· dwarf virus (red leaO, smut, and crown
~ rust. Reeves also found that 90 percent
-~ of the Troy plants are resistant to the
new race of crown rust.
"Due to maturity, Troy is best adapted
to the northern part of the state, because
with hot, dry conditions the test weight
may drop," said Reeves.
Troy was selected from a cross developed in 1980. The selection was tested
statewide and at locations throughout
the U.S. for 3 years through a national
test program coordinated by USDA. Troy
was finally approved for release in 1991
and was available to crop producers for
the first time in 1992.
Reeves named the new oat variety
after the small rural community located
in northeast South Dakota, because the
variety was well adapted to that type of
climate.
Newly developed oat varieties are
proven at test plots at Brookings, Highmore, Watertown, Groton, Selby, Freeman, Beresford, Aurora County, Martin,
Wall, Bear Butte, Bison, and Ralph.
Reeves said he plans to continue
breediQg new varieties, even though he
may never see the crosses marketed
before he retires .

.,

hen choosing an oat vanery
to plant, disease resistance is
one of the most important
things a producer should consider,
according to Dr. Dale Gallenberg, SDSU
plant pathologist.
Research on oat disease resistance
currently emphasizes barley yellow
dwarf virus, otherwise known as red leaf,
which has been the most destructive oat
disease over the past several years, especially in southeastern South Dakota.
"One recommendation for red leaf
control in oats is early planting," said
Gallenberg. "With earlier planting, the
crop will be at a later stage of development when aphids appear and infection
occurs. Later infection generally results
"in less damage and yield loss."
Producers should also consider using a
resistant variety as one management tool
· against red leaf, concluded Gallenberg.
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at production and weed control are the interests of Leon
Wrage, Extension weed specialist at SDSU.
"Weed control in oats is very impor-

0

Sometimes there's a joker in the bunch when you start looking for new gene combinations,
says Dale Reeves, oat breeder at SDSU. This 9-foot plant grew, and grew and grew, in the
greenhouse and is not likely to be selected for its height. Reeves puts his trust in Troy, the
latest release from SDSU. Troy is medium-tall; its strong suit is that it has the best resistance
to crown rust of any variety currently under test in South Dakota. Because it is medium-late to
mature, Troy is best adapted for the northern part of the state .

tant," said Wrage. "Oats are less competitive than other small grains like barley,
so there is a higher percentage reduction
in yield when oats are weedy."
Wrage said oats are less tolerant to
herbicides and are easily injured.
"Also, there are not as many chemical
tools on the market for oats," said
Wrage. "A producer cannot control wild
oats, foxtail, and volunteer millet with
herbicide. And broadleaf herbicides are
not labeled for oats." Wrage added that
oats are more sensitive to carryover from
herbicides used in com and soybeans.
3

"Herbicides are a valuable supplement, not a replacement, for good rotations, clean seed, proper seedbed preparation, tillage, and crop competition,"
said Wrage.
Wrage works with Dr. Reeves' oat
breeding research in a two-pronged
effort.
The first consists of "standard herbicide evaluation tests." Each oat variety is
performance tested with labeled herbicides and potential herbicides for low tolerance levels, and then recommendations
are suggested for weed control.

'Oats:
Robyn Heine

"The government programs have
at producers are choosing to
forced oats out of production,'' added
produce otHer crops. Even
Pat ttenderson, executive directot of
though the U.S. harvested
the American Qat Association. the
243 million bushels of oats last year,
'group met recently on the SDSU camthe country imported 70 million
pus to discuss the outlooK for the oat
~, h~ls i~ \ 991. .
<
•
.
'iridusny.
· H1stoncally, the U.S. has been self-'
sufficie'rit in producing oats. However:,
"Neither the U:S. matket price nor
due to the pecreased production and
. the U.S. farm program target pri~ of
a~ increase,in demand for food quali~
$1.4~. ~r b®
~el pro ·
stiffici~ t
o~t$, the U.S. now imports about 17 "''
inCel}tiVe for ~J'oduce O gTOW oats/"
Henaerson saia .
~rcent of its total oats consumed.
.~ Most imported oats are from cana..; '
"©at produ~ion in the U.S. contindi", Finland, and Sweden, said Dr.
ues to decline lts farmers respond to
Richard Shane, Extension grain marfarm program ;md mark~t signals to
plant other, more profitable crops."
keting specialist.
While oat' productiQn declines, conShane said he expects 1992
imports to total 65 million bushels,
sumer demand
oat froducts 1S
down 5 million bushels from 1991 oat
"steady and growing/9 a~rding to
import figures.
Henderso)}. q,
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The second component involves
potential varieties. Each is evaluated in a
herbicide screen and is compared to standard oat varieties. The new line is tested
against major herbicides used at normal
and at double rates, and then categorized
by tolerance levels.
"These data provide information that
can become part of the description package for a new variety," said Wrage. Tests
are located at Brookings, Highmore,
Watertown, and Beresford.

ot all of South Dakota oats
are marketed as livestock
feed. A considerable portion
of the annual oat production is marketed as a cash crop and used for human
consumption.
The 1980s brought an oat craze. Consumers demanded more oat products,
especially oat bran, for healthier bodies
and longer life spans.
A cereal chemist, a forage physiologist, and an oat breeder at SDSU are
developing a rapid method to determine
. protein, fat, and dietary fiber (or betaglucans) within minutes that would otherwise take days to complete.
"The technique involves use of proven
laboratory analysis to calibrate a comput-

N

er-driven near-infrared reflectance spectrometer,'' said Dr. Kevin Kephart, forage
physiologist. "This process is used mainly to test forage samples for protein content and oth£r nutrients."
Drs. Padu Krishnan, Department of
Nutrition and Food Science, and Kephart
and Reeves, both from the Department of
Plant Science, head this multi-departmental oat project.
Reeves provides the oats, Kephart provides the near infrared spectrometer
(NIRS), and Krishnan analyzes the data
for the project.
"Beta-glucan is an active ingredient
credited with plasma cholesterol reduction in humans and animals, although we
don't fully understand the mechanism by
which this is done," said Krishnan.
Krishnan said research indicates that
lower plasma cholesterol is a factor that
decreases the risk of heart disease in
humans.
"According to lipid research clinics,
individuals with elevated blood cholesterol may benefit from a 2-percent
reduced coronary heart disease risk for
every I -percent reduction in blood
cholesterol," said Krishnan.
Beta-glucan is also responsible for the
sticky characteristic found in oatmeal
and other oat products and may be use4

ful in other industrial applications.
The NIRS analysis process involves
few steps. Ground samples are irradiated with near-infrared radiation at 700
wavelengths. The energy reflected by
the sample is measured by detectors in
the NIRS. Resulting data are sent to an
adjacent computer, analyzed, and related
by mathematical techniques for protein,
oil, and beta-glucan concentrations.
"The NIRS does not fully replace wet
chemistry, because laboratory data are
still needed to calibrate the spectrometer," said Krishnan. "Once the NIRS is
calibrated, cost and time required for
analyses will decline considerably."
"Results, so far, have established a
strong correlation between the wet
chemistry results and the NIRS predictions," according to Krishnan. "The NIRS
test results will provide a more convenient, faster method of determining these
values based on accurate methods."
Krishnan said the faster method of , ,
determining beta-glucans may be used by
all facets of the oat industry, including
food processors, plant breeders, and oat
growers, and will provide a decisionmaking base for both oat production and
processing.
"The decisions scientists make are
sometimes based on limited information.
Our goal is to make informed decisions,
especially when they relate to money,"
said Krishnan.
"Decisions on the buying and selling
of grain require technical information at
the fingertips of the decision-makers."
The research tests may find that one
oat variety generates a greater amount of
beta-glucans.
"Private oat companies may base price
on nutrition, rather than on yield and
protein with the NIRS test," said Krishnan. "This will only enhance the economic value of raw materials and make
oats more profitable by bringing more
value to oat products."
The beta-glucan research is scheduled
to be completed by October 1992.
The food science project is the subject
of the master's thesis of Won Joon Park,
food science graduate assistant.
Grants for oats research projects were
provided by the Quaker Oats Company,
Chicago, Ill., and ConAgra, Inc., Omaha,
Neb. The projects are also supported by
the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. 0

Robyn Heine is a student writer in the Department of Agricultural Communications, SDSU.
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Flax: just what
the doctor may order

i·

Faustina Aryee-Bohannon

he idea of using flax in human
foods has come and gone and
come once again.
Diets of several ancient civilizations
included flax, and in at least one case, an
emperor required his subjects to eat flax for
their health. People in Europe and Asia
continue to consume flaxseed and flax oil.
In the U.S., however, flax in the diet gradually tapered off when people substituted
grains and other vegetable oils. Flax didn't
begin re-appearing in U.S. diets until about
6 years ago.
· Flaxseed, which is 35-percent dietary
fiber and 35-percent oil, appears to offer several benefits to both people and animals.
Outside of possible benefits from the
fiber, flaxseed contains fats which are "good
for you." Flaxseed and flax oil are believed
to reduce the levels of both cholesterol and
triglycerides, fats in the blood associated
with heart and blood-vessel disease.
With the help of some Brookings area
people: we in the SDSU Department of
Nutrition and Food Science studied the
relationship of flax consumption to cholesterol level.

T

oronary heart disease is the number-one killer in our nation tcx:lay.
If you've wondered why so many
people urge you to eat fish to keep your
heart healthy, it is because clinical studies
have proved that the omega-3 fat found in
fish oil is a factor in reducing death rates
from coronary heart diseases.
But fish oil has too strong a flavor for
most palates. Most Americans would not,
because of the taste, eat enough fish to
acquire the necessary amounts of omega-3.
Ground flaxseed is also a very good
source of omega-3. It has a bland to nutty
flavor, making its taste acceptable. The
question remains: How effective is flax in
reducing cholesterol and triglyceride levels
in the body?
The people who volunteered for our
study all had moderately higher-than-normal
blood cholesterol levels, and they all could be
expected to react to changes in dietary
cholesterol. Some people can not; what they
eat does not appear to affect their cholesterol
levels to any great extent.
The volunteers added 50 grams, or
about 3 heaping tablespoons, per day of
either ground flax, oatbran, or flax and oatbran in a 1: 1 ratio to their regular food,
usually mixing it into a fruit drink or sprin~

kling it onto cereal. The flax-oatbran combination was part of the test because we
wanted to find out if the combination
might produce a synergistic relationship,
one in which each component strengthens
the effect of the other.
In no other way did we alter their f~d
intake. This complicated the conclusions we
would be able to make, but this is the way of
the ''real world" in which people with only
mild cases of "high" cholesterol do not drastically alter their life styles to bring high
cholesterol levels down.
e found steady decreases in
cholesterol and triglyceride levels and in blood pressure for
people on all three diets after 6 weeks, but
the flax-oatbran combination did not produce any greater effect than the other two.
In fact, none of the decreases in either blood
fats or blood pressure for any of the three
options was statistically significant, although
favorable trends were observed.
This was, however, a short-term experi-

W

ment, and cholesterols and triglycerides
build up over the long term. A.stricter diet
program built around the flaxseed additive
may have produced more noticeable results.
ot all people are able to lower
blood cholesterol through diet,
but for those who can, it's certainly possible that a long-term consumption of
ground flaxseed in moderately large
dosages may offer a medication-free alternative for decreasing blood triglyceride,
cholesterol, and LDL, the so-calied "bad"
cholesterol.
Although our results were not a "breakthrough," we believe that including either
flax or flax and oatbran in the diet may
offer hope for reducing heart-disease risk.
The trends we found were encouraging. 0

N

Dr. Faustina Aryee-Bohannon is assistant professor
in the Department of Nutrition and Food Science,
College of Home Economic.s, SDSU. Results of the
study were reported to the Flax Institute of the U.S.
in early 1992.
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Faustina Aryee-Bohannon, right, displays a bag of ground flaxseed to a volunteer. The flaxseed is
stored in the refrigerator to retain its bland-to-nutty flavor. Aryee-Bohannon found encouraging
trends when volunteers with moderately high blood cholesterol levels put about 3 tablespoons of
ground flaxseed into their daily food . After 6 weeks, and with no other changes in the diets,
steady decreases in cholesterol and triglyceride levels and in blood pressure were noted.
Bohannon thinks that over a longer period, flax may help lower the risk of heart disease for people
able to control cholesterol by watching what they eat.
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SDSU 'Vet Lab' breakthroughs:
farmers saving millions of dollars
Jerry Leslie

n the several months that have
elapsed since two "world class"
scientific discoveries occurred at
the Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Laboratory, SDSU and the
researchers involved report major positive "fallout" from the discoveries.
Since the team headed up by Dr.
David Benfield and collaborators in
two other states took the "mystery" out
of "mystery swine disease" (MSD) last
fall, Benfield has gained international

I

status as a virologist and authority on
the disease.
But better yet, swine producers,
many of them in South Dakota, have
already realized millions in dollars of
savings through the identification of
animals "carrying" MSD and by keeping
them off the market where they would
spread the disease.
And the discovery by Dr. David Francis and associates of a genetic susceptibility to a certain kind of baby pig
6

scours has led to stepped up efforts to
find a practical method of testing for
that susceptibility.

r. John Thomson, acting director of the laboratory and the
Department of Veterinary Science, estimates the savings from the
MSD discoveries to South Dakota's econ- .
omy alone at $4 million, a figure he considers "conservative."

D

)

In the 5 months from January 1 to
June 1, 1992, the diagnostic laboratory
screened samples from 683 head of
swine, and the number is increasing
every day.
Of those screened, 66 animals tested
positive for MSD, or Swine Infertility and
Respiratory Syndrome (SIRS), as the disease is referred to in scientific circles.
The 683 swine represented 83 case numbers, which would roughly approximate
the number of farms sending samples.
Since SDSU is a land-grant university
and cooperates with other universities,
the information gained through research
here is being shared with as many people
as possible, said Thomson.
The sharing has enabled similar diagnostic laboratories in other farm states to
screen swine for the disease, which multiplies the benefits of the research many
times, Thomson indicated.
And even better things are on the
horizon. At least one commercial firm is
field testing a vaccine for MSD, so a vaccine is at least in the "experimental"
stage, said Thomson.
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'dentifying the prevalence of this
disease in the United States is critical at this point in time, because of
the North American Free Trade Agreements and the GATI agreements being
developed. "From an international trade
standpoint, and to keep our state in competition in the global market, this is a
very significant development," said
Thomson.
"It's being talked about a lot by
sources providing breeding stock. A lot
of people are starting to screen their animals and make sure they don't have it,"
said Thomson. "And people adding stock
are requesting that they test negative to
SIRS before they is delivered," he added.
Benfield and Francis have published
their findings in professional journals,
have been written about in the farm and
livestock press, and have even been fea . tured in the general news media, as well.
"That has been good, because it
brings visibility to the problem which
gets people thinking about how they can
prevent disease," Thomson said .

I
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or the Veterinary Science
Department and the Diagnostic
Lab at SDSU, the two research

Facing page: The SDSU veterinary science research team gained international attention for its
part in a three-state breakthrough in solving mystery swine disease. Team members are, left to
right, David Benfield, project leader and principal investigator, and Eric Nelson and Jane
Hennings, research associates. Above: Benfield has a few free moments at a meeting, so
tackles part of his voluminous paperwork on his portable computer.

developments "are good examples of
what makes us unique-the blending of
·our research and diagnostic efforts," said
Thomson. "Many researchers have split
appointments supervising research and
diagnostics, so the.y see the real problems
coming through our door every day.
"This creates a bridging and a blending of research and service to aid rapid
implementation of our scientific efforts,"
said Thomson. "Quick implementation
of the tests for SIRS and putting them in
the diagnostic line was a good example
of bridging and blending,'' Thomson said.
The benefits are real, and they are
being realized today by South Dakota
taxpayers, Thomson said.
Solving the MSD riddle was the result
of a three-state research project in which
the SDSU scientists and graduates played
major roles.
7

Since the discovery by Benfield and
his research team, Benfield received the
Distinguished Service Award from the
South Dakota Pork Producers Council.
Benfield and his team, including Eric
Nelson and Dr. Jane Hennings, research
associates, received a Dean's Award for
Excellence from Dr. David Bryant, dean
of the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences at SDSU.
Through a team effort involving a private laboratory and two universities, scientists found the cause of the mystery
disease, isolated a virus, reproduced the
disease symptoms from the virus, and
then recovered the same virus from the
diseased animals.
Cooperating in this team research enterprise were Boehringer Ingelheim Animal
Health, Inc. (BIAHI) of St. Joseph, Mo., the
University of Minnesota, and SDSU.
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David Francis, left, veterinary science microbiologist, and Alan Erickson, post-doctoral fellow, found a "marker" protein that will identify pigs
susceptible to colibacillosis, an often-fatal form of scours in young pigs. If that protein is found in a pig's intestine, the pig is susceptible to the
disease. Both protein and susceptibility are inherited. Because of this work, producers may be able to selectively breed disease-resistant pigs.

MSD, new to the United States in 1987,
can be economically devastating when it
strikes a herd, typically costing a producer
$250 to $500 per sow in lost pigs.
The disease causes reproductive disorders in sows (stillborn and weak live
born pigs and mummified fetuses) and
respiratory disorders in neonatal,
weaned, and feeder pigs.
Thomson said MSD, until the discoveries by Benfield and the rest of the team,
was the most investigated and unidentified
pathogen facing the swine industry.

he other major SDSU veterinary
science development was the
discovery that pigs carry an
inherited susceptibility to a major form
of pig scours, and the identification of a
"marker" protein that will identify susceptible pigs.
This research work done in the laboratory of Dr. David Francis, a veterinary
science microbiologist at SDSU. Assisting in the work was Dr. Alan K. Erickson,
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a post-doctoral fellow, who actually isolated the protein.
Others participating in the research
included JoAnn Willgohs, Sandy McFarland, Hennings, and Benfield.
The significance of th~s research is that
it may enable producers to selectively
breed a new type of disease-resistant pig.
Francis and associates identified a
protein present in the intestines of some
pigs that makes them susceptible to
infection by a bacterium that causes
"colibacillosis," an often-fatal disease in
young pigs that costs producers millions
of dollars annually.
On the national level, scours is consid ered the most threatening of any disease
among pigs under 30 days of age.
The protein is produced by the cells
that line the pig's intestines. The protein
is classed as a "receptor" because the
colibacillosis bacteria attach to it.
Pigs that do not inherit the gene for the
protein are not susceptible, so selective
breeding of those pigs will result in offspring that are resistant to many of the
8
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bacterial strains that cause colibacillosis.
The next step in the research process,
according to Francis, is to develop a
practical test for identifying the presence
of the protein. This work may take
another 3-5 years.
For his efforts, Francis also received a
Dean's Award of Excellence, and has
published considerably on the subject in
professional journals.
The scours research development "is
more of a basic science activity, and
practical application of the diagnostic
tools are probably a few years away,"
said Thomson.
"But the receptor work that Dr. Francis is doing in cooperation with other
people across the university is increasing.
Their efforts are continuing and are a
very important part of what's to come,"
said Thomson. 0
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Jerry Leslie is news editor in the Department of
Agricultural Communications, SDSU.
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Super Chief:
tomato on the fast track

•

Larry Tennyson

f you're old enough to remember
adventure shows on radio, you'll
recognize the words, "faster than a
speeding bullet, more powerful than a
locomotive."
Those words described Superman, of
course, but the same words nearly fit a
new horticultural development at SDSU.
Horticulture Professor Paul Prashar's
new hybrid tomato is pretty damed fast
and powerful itself, and, in fact, it even
has a railroad name, "Super Chief."
The challenges in growing good tomatoes in South Dakota are the wildly fluctuating regional temperatures and the
relatively short growing season.
Super Chief addresses those problems and others as well.

I

he parent lines for "Super
Chief' represent almost 10
years of work, Prashar admits,
but the plant is well worth the effort, in
his opinion.
Super Chiefs Mom came from parent
line SD 82-106, which was the result of
several matings designed to combine
resistance to both verticillium wilt and
fusarium wilt.
Prashar interjected that another of
South Dakota's challenging environmental conditions is that the state lies on the
border between the warm-temperature
wilt, Fusarium, and the cool-temperature
wilt, Verticillium. So, it's possible for
growers here to have problems with both
types of wilt simultaneously.

T

Super Chiefs Mom also was bred to
set fruit in the fluctuating temperatures
of this region.
Super Chiefs Dad came from parent
line SD 85-048-1, which was the result of
several matings selected for large, early
fruit setting and other desirable characteristics.
The offspring of all this effort sports
maturity in 62-68 days, and that's very
early, Prashar says.
It also features an average yield of 2426 pounds and 62-71 fruit per plant.
That's a higher yield than most other
hybrids tested in the midwest over the
past 5 years, said Prashar.
He calls the fruit size "excellent."
Fruit aren't "bragging size," however. It
will take two or three of these mild-tasting tomatoes to weigh a pound.
Super Chief is a determinate vine-type
tomato that will spread to about 3 feet in
diameter when mature.
Non-ripe fruit are almost white in
color, but they tum to a uniform, bright
red when ripe.
The inside of the fruit holds still other
pleasant surprises. A look at a slice of
Super Chief reveals that it also was bred
to be a meatier type fruit, with fewer
seeds and thicker interior walls.

'' I

hope this is the best tomato
that I've ever developed,"
says Prashar, a native of India
and a faculty member at SDSU since
1960. "But we will continue to test it
before we'll know for certain. It does
have potential to greatly surpass Rushmore, which, as another SDSU tomato,
has been our old standby."
Super Chief seed is being sold by Gurney Seed & Nursery Company at Yankton, and seed samples for testing or
observation can be obtained from
Prashar. 0
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Two months or less after these Super Chief sets go into the field , Paul Prashar's crew will
harvest between 62 and 71 bright red fruits per plant. This very early maturity and a yield
higher than that of most other hybrids tested in the midwest in the past 5 years are the new
plant's best characteristics. Prashar thinks it may be the best tomato he has ever developed.
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Dr. Larry Tennyson is a feature writer in the
Department of Agricultural Communications,
SDSU.
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Oilseeds research:
more than better beans

f))

Jerry Leslie

DSU's soybean research program
is starting its second year, and
research continues on other
oilseeds like sunflowers, flax, and canola.
Dr. Roy Scott, SDSU's new soybean
breeder, said that in the last year he and
associates screened 600 or more soybean
lines, most of which came from the breeding programs at the University of Minnesota and North Dakota State University.
This year he is screening more lines from
Minnesota and North Dakota and has 5,500
soybean test plots-up from last year's
3,500-at six locations across the state.
This year Scott started new test plots
at the Dakota Lakes Research Farm near
Pierre where the beans can be grown
under both dryland and irrigated conditions, and at Elk Point to test the latermaturing Group III varieties as a part of
a national uniform testing program.
The Dakota Lakes site will allow Scott to
check the effects of dryland and irrigation

S

farming on protein and oil content of soybeans. He also has inaugurated a controlled
experiment.in a campus greenhouse to
apply heat and moisture stress to the same
varieties at different gro,wth stages to measure effect on protein and oil content.

cott said objectives of his program are to develop soybean
varieties adapted to South
Dakota, to develop varieties with yields
superior to existing varieties, and to
develop varieties with maturity groups
ranging from O to II.
Also among the objectives are to
improve quantity and quality of oil and
protein and to develop pest resistance,
especially to phytophthora root rot.
A number of people are working in different areas of soybean research at SDSU,
including tissue-culture transformation,
pathology, molecular alteration of protein

S
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and oil, and physiology of flower abortion.
Researchers are looking for resistance
genes from different sources to incorporate into soybeans when South Dakota's
acreage gets high enough to generate
disease problems like brown stem rot.
Dr. Tom Cheesbrough, Department of
Biology and Microbiology, is attempting
to modify and improve soybean oil quality through microbiology.
Dr. Dean Dybing, USDA researcher stationed at SDSU, continues working on the
physiology of soybean flower abortion, trying
to improve yields by reducing flower abortion.
Dr. Tom Chase, plant pathologist, is
surveying soybean disease problems
here. Data from his survey work will be
used to determine the kinds of disease
resistance that need to be bred into
South Dakota soybeans.
'SDSU's soybean research program is
funded by the Agricultural Experiment
Station, the South Dakota Soybean

f

Council, and some other sources, including the South Dakota Crop Improvement
Association.

cott said the program emphasizes soybean maturity Groups
0 through II. Group 00 is a
short-season group adapted to North
Dakota, while Groups 0-11 work in South
Dakota. Longer-season groups III
through VIII work all the way south to
Florida.
Test locations in the last year were at
the Aurora farm, the Southeast Experiment Farm near Beresford, the Northeast
Research Station near Watertown, and
the Central Research Station at Highmore. Scott added test plots this year at
Dakota Lakes and Elk Point.
Scott said that SDSU participates in a
unified testing program with USDA and
other universities. The breeding program also utilizes winter nurseries at
Belize, Central America, and in Chile, as
well as in the greenhouse.
Winter nurseries enable breeders to
grow multiple generations in a year,
speeding the development of a variety.
Scott said he can get one generation in
Chil~ and the gre~nhouse and two in
Belize.
In 1991, Scott and associates began
making their own crosses using standard
varieties grown in South Dakota and
other promising germplasm. Having
their own crosses will make SDSU
researchers less dependent on
germplasm from out of state.
Soybean breeding, said Scott, traditionally takes up to 15 years for a new
variety to be developed from start to finish. He anticipates that by the year 2000,
possibly sooner with his accelerated program, seed will .be available for farmers
from crosses he made in 1991 at SDSU.
Besides looking at variety development, researchers are striving to learn
the best way to grow the varieties they
develop, so they will examine planting
dates, row spacings, and other cultural
practices.
Kathy Grady, flax and sunflower
breeder, has also looked at some lessergrown oilseeds, such as rapeseed and
canola, and will examine some other
species in the future for their utility to
South Dakota farmers .
Goals of this program are to develop
and release improved oilseed varieties
and germplasm and to study inheritance
of plant and seed traits, including characters affecting oil content and quality.

S

Facing page: The Experiment Station's "two-seaters" are not your usual fann planters. Riding
on the left is Roy Scott, SDSU soybean breeder; in the other seat is Shahzod Ma.zhar, SDSU
engineering student and summer employee. Driving is Scott's senior technician, Leland
Leichtnam of Presho. Above: The numbered envelopes of experimental soybean lines match
the planting plan for the field, so the crew doesn't have to stop to consult a map. Photos are
from the Southeast Farm at Beresford.

Grady would like to learn how these
traits are inherited and then modify and
incorporate them into breeding material.
Grady also wants to incorporate a
wild species of germ plasm, conduct
agronomic research on oilseeds, and provide performance data on sunflower
hybrids and flax varieties.
Grady said the wild species of sunflower native to North America evolved
here in proximity to the disease and
insect populations, and as a result they
have developed considerable resistance.
These wild sunflowers also have some
other useful traits, such as drought and
stress tolerance. The research team
"thought of crossing some of the wild with
the domestic in hopes of incorporating
some of the desirable traits of the wild
species into the domestic," Grady said.
Dr. Anne Espinasse-Gellner, plant
biologist at SDSU, has developed a tissue
culture technique enabling her to rescue
the young hybrid embryos, something
others have not been able to do, and
derive interspecific material carrying
genes of interest from the wild species.
The oilseed project is now evaluating
this material and developing germplasm
for release and incorporation into the
breeding program.
Espinasse-Gellner has been able to
regenerate sunflowers from tissue culture.
She can grow sunflower plant tissue on an
artificial medium, inject desired DNA into
it, and regenerate a genetically-altered
11

sunflower plant. SDSU is exploring a
patent for this technique.
Having made a significant breakthrough on sunflowers, Espinasse-Gellner
is hoping to transfer that technology to
soybeans as well.
The performance evaluation of flax
varieties involves test locations at Brookings, Watertown, and Day County. Varieties released by SDSU include Culbert
79, Clark, Rahab, Prompt, and Day. Two
additional varieties are being increased
for possible release in 1993 and 1994.
Grady this year planted a canola variety test at the Northeast Research Station
at Watertown. She also is testing or
plans to test other minor oilseed crops,
including rape, safflower, and mustard.
Dr. Catherine Carter, molecular biologist who shares a laboratory with Dr.
Espinasse-Gellner and others, is involved
in the transfer of genes. Her work generally focuses on identifying the genes
associated with protein and oil biosynthesis, with intent to isolate these genes,
analyze their structure, and use them to
alter soybean lines.
She is looking at oil content and investigating genes in flower abortion with
Dean Dybing and Walt Riedell of USDA,
and has just started with Dr. Kevin
Kephart, forage researcher, examining
genes involved in alfalfa lignin content. 0
Jerry Leslie is news editor in the Department of
Agricultural Communications, SDSU.
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What if •••
we all switch to
sustainable ag tomorrow?
Mary Brashier

rnall group of South Dakota
armers has caught the attention
f economists the world over.
In return for the publicity through
international conferences and national
journals, SDSU economists have been
keeping books for the farmers . Literally.
From estimates of their farm accounts,
and from many interviews, reports, and
group discussions with sustainable and
conventional farmers, the economists
have projected some "what ifs." "What if'
a large number of farmers in a small
town's trade area switch rapidly to sustainable farming? Will this be good or
bad for businesses in the town? Or "what
if' certain farm- and environmental-policy
options become fact? Will more farmers
move into sustainable ag as a result?

A

The farmers in the limelight already
practice sustainable ag, a long-term
approach to agriculture. They have
adopted a high-management, whole-farm
framework for their operations. In practice, they select longer and more complex rotations and buy less chemicals
than do conventional farmers .

he issue of sustainable agriculture is big enough to arouse
plenty of questions and opinions, said Dr. Tom Dobbs, SDSU agricultural economist.
Some proponents of sustainable farming believe the approach, because it is
often more labor-intensive than conventional farming, is one way to maintain or

T
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rebuild a base of family farms and rural
community trade centers. While some
agribusinesses may lose trade, others
would gain, because sustainable farmers
have greater needs for different types of
machinery to handle the diversity of sustainable systems.
Other observers believe that, because
sustainable farmers purchase fewer
inputs, mainly fertilizers and pesticides,
the loss of trade by some agribusinesses
would eventually "ripple through" all
businesses in the town and set in motion
a general decline.
Their concern may be premature.
Dobbs, Dr. Don Taylor, fellow economist,
and Or. Jim Smolik, SDSU plant scientist, &
with help from other analysts and
1111111!'/)
researchers who collaborated on the 4-year

#));

study, think that current government
farm policies hold back growth in sustainable farming.
The researchers believe that overall
transition to sustainable farming is likely
to be gradual, damping any negative
effects of these farming practices upon
rural communities.
They base this on possible future
changes in farm and environmental policies which they added as ''what ifs" in
their probe of the farm accounts.

hey found that the economic
impacts of sustainable vs. conventional agriculture depend on
region in the state, and thus on major
cropping patterns. And that changes in
farm or environmental policies would
have to be much more severe than those
examined before any great numbers of
farmers would be encouraged to adopt
sustainable systems, at least in the cornsoybean areas.
Economic distinctions were harder to
find between sustainable and conventional farmers in the northwestern part
of South Dakota. Differences in chemical
use are not as great, and incomes are
fairly comparable. · The main agronomic
differences in western South Dakota
wheat areas are in how fallow land is
handled.
So if all wheat ranchers in northwestern South Dakota switched to sustainable
farming tomorrow, Dobbs suspects slight
ripples in community economies might
surface.
But a general and rapid switch to sustainable farming in the southeastern
South Dakota com-soybean area could
produce short-term dramatic and negative effects on the local economy.
"In the short run," Dobbs emphasized.
"In the long term, particularly if sustainable farming can be made profitable for
medium-size farms, effects could be
more beneficial for local economies.

T
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don't want to understate the
short-term changes in the
northwest and overstate
changes in the southeast, Dobbs said.
"But our case studies of five sustainable
farms matched with conventional farms
indicate that there may not be much difference in profitability between conventional and sustainable farming in wheat
country.
"In fact, when we added in organic
premiums, sustainable farming in the
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Facing page: Jim Stiegelmeier, left, fanns sustainably near Selby, and tells Dave Becker,
center, tenner research assistant, and Tom Dobbs, SDSU ag economist, how this field of flax fits
into his rotation. In this part of the state, Dobbs says, conventional and sustainable fanns are
pretty much alike in net incomes. Above: It's a different story in the southeast, where Virgil
Johnson, left, who fanns sustainably near Winfred, shows Doug Franklin, professor of
economics, Kathleen Painter, and Becker his soybeans. Nonnally, a sustainable tanner in
southeastern South Dakota has less cash costs but also less net income.

wheat areas appeared to be slightly more
profitable.''
In the southeast, the more diversified
crop rotations in sustainable farming systems account for part of the difference in
profitability between sustainable and
conventional farming. More sustainable
acres will be in green manure, forage
legumes, or small grains and fewer in
big-money corn and soybeans in any
given year. The other big difference is
that yields of row crops sometimes are
lower-in normal rainfall years-because
less synthetic fertilizer is used.
"Given the current technologies and
prices, the farther southeast you go, the
less income a sustainable farmer is likely
to make, compared to conventional farming. It may be a living income, but it will
tend to be less, unless he gets really significant organic premiums," Dobbs said.

he discussions over sustainable
farming go to the heart of agriculture itself.
"Some people believe that lower profitability is the price we must pay for
'staying power' in agriculture, that it is
necessary to make decisions now that
will help mankind survive over the long
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term in an environment we no longer
degrade and where people have enough
food and the incomes to pay for that
food ."
At the other end of the scale are those
who believe that a big switch to sustainable farming would lower farm incomes
to the point that South Dakota could not
support its current farm population.
Dobbs is objective on the matter. "We
aimed to make a first-cut analysis of the
short-run implications of sustainable
agriculture. History shows us that any
change in technology benefits some people, harms others. History also shows
that long-term and short-term effects
may-or may not-have common features. Moreover, future profitability
could be affected by changes in technology, energy prices, and public policies."
But Dobbs does not expect dramatic
changes in either direction. Farmers
won't suddenly rush into sustainable
agriculture in large enough numbers to
prompt overnight readjustments in the
communities where they shop and sell.
But he does expect an ever-growing
number of farmers to adopt sustainable
systems as time goes on.
In the long term, people who study sustainable agriculture think that suppliers

(IFMPO) is a voluntary commodity program designed to give farmers some
extra flexibility in designing more sustainable crop rotations.
The IFMPO provides farm program
payments for resource-conserving crops
on acres eligible for deficiency payments
and allows some harvesting of set-aside
acres. The farmer must plant at least 20
percent of the farm's crop acreage base
to such resource-conserving crops.
Dobbs said the benefits of the program appear modest for both conventional and sustainable farmers. "It does
offer some promise for relaxing certain
constraints on sustainable farming, but
the program is extremely complex.''

Don Taylor, left, SDSU ag economist, and Dwayne Rehfeld, sustainable tanner near Warner
pause near Rehfeld's rod weeder. In the northeast, relative profitabilities between conventional
and sustainable ag are close enough that they may d~pend on whether the sustainable tanner
goes for "organic premiums.•

would simply offer more specialized products, consulting services, or more of the
equipment that sustainable farming needs.
"The biggest impact on the rural economy is still the difference in income of
the farmer himself," Dobbs said. "In the
real world, farmers won't make
widespread adoptions of these methods
if the profits are greatly less."

or those interested in sustainable agriculture, what would
"sweeten the pot''?
"Changes in farm and environmental
policies," Dobbs said.
"One of the significant changes in the
1990 Farm Bill is increased flexibility.
There are fewer restrictions on what
crops you can grow to benefit from government payments. There was a general
feeling in the agricultural comm unity
that we weren't getting an optimum mix
of crops because we had locked ourselves
into particular acreage bases."
For the long run, Dobbs said, many
farm advocates agree that flexibility is
good for agriculture in general. In the
short run, however, both conventional
and sustainable farmers fear that too
rapid a movement into full flexibility
could adversely affect Great Plains agri. culture.
"We have fewer crop choices than
farmers in more humid areas. We can't

grow com like they can, but they can
grow wheat and rye and barley with
higher absolute yields than we can. If
those areas rapidly flex to certain crops
that we depend on, the markets could be
depressed."
Dobbs cited a pilot program approved
in the 1990 Farm Bill. Th~ Integrated
Farm Management Program Option

other policy option that some
observers believe might encourge sustainable practices is a
~
special tax on fertilizers and pesticides.
Such special taxes in Iowa and S,quth
Dakota have already raised revenue for
research and education to preserve
ground-water quality, Dobbs said. Since
the tax rates are fairly low, there is little
direct effect on farmers' choices about
farming practices.
At current tax rates, Dobbs does not
expect more than modest cutbacks of chemical use by farmers. "Relative to yields and •
farm prices, chemicals have been relatively
cheap inputs over the years."
So, to see ''what if," the SDSU
economists assumed a much higher tax,

F

Terry Carlson, left, takes Taylor, Rod Kapps, and Bob Hall, SDSU agronomist, through his
soybeans. Car1son fanns sustainably near Canton. By using more tillage and less chemicals
than his conventional neighbors, Car1son would feel a Hike in "truces" on chemicals less than his conventional neighbors in the southeast, should such a tax be imposed "to protect ground
water."
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adding a hypothetical 25-percent
increase in chemical costs to the budgets
of their case farms.
With the increase, average net
income on the east-central South Dakota
sustainable farm would drop $1 per
acre, which would be expected since
very few chemicals are used on that
farm to start with. On the east-central
conventional farm, average net income
would drop $9 per acre.
"That alone wouldn't be enough to
equalize net returns for the two types of
farming systems," Dobbs said. "It would,
however, encourage more efficient use of
agricultural chemicals. Farmers and policy makers would have to decide if there
were adequate environmental or other
benefits to justify such a tax.
Plug higher energy prices into the discussion, and you get similar results,
Dobbs said.

arget prices dropped some during the late 1980s. What if they
dropped another 25 percent
below 1990 levels? Would sustainable
systems look any better? The economists
went back to the farm books.
"In the short run, sustainable farmers
wouldn't be any more enthusiastic about
it than conventional farmers," Dobbs said.
The reduction in net income would
tum out to be greater for the conventional farm in each area of the state except
the northwest, where the reduction for
the paired farms was equal.
Even though both paired farms in the
northeast and southwest lost income, the
greater drop in the conventional farm's
income changed its sustainable partner
farm in the pair to "more profitable." As
expected, in the southeast and east-central areas, the conventional farms
remained more profitable.
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he economists analyzed one
other possible policy, a mandatory acreage control program.
They set minimum price supports in
~he form of loan rates at 72 percent of
parity, with no target prices or deficiency
payments, and also required 33-percent
mandatory acreage set-asides for program: crops, including soybeans.
This option favored the conventional
farm examples. The restricted acreage
raised prices for the corn, soybeans, and
wheat that tend to dominate on conventional farms .
Dobbs said a mandatory acreage con-

Ken Pigors, sustainable tanner near Farney, and Becker hunt for weeds in his oats stubble.
Sustainable tanners control weeds primarily by tillage and crop rotations, alternating forages
with row and small-grain crops to interrupt the growth cycles of the weeds. The different
harvesting dates of the various crops also provide year-to-year variation in the growing
environment for weeds. Many conventional tanners near Farney in the northeast, as well as in
the rest of the state, are also using less chemicals, although believing that, for the increased
yield, chemicals are still cheap weed control.

trol program could be designed that
would require rotations containing
legumes and which contained taxes on
chemicals and which might give a more
even break to sustainable farmers .
"These would be severe restrictions on
farming, but supply control supporters
see them as a way to raise agricultural
income. Right now this isn't a fashionable program, but the proposal tends to
come back every few years."

hese analyses were based in
large part on case studies, Dobbs
said. Case studies provide
specifics and details, but they are points
on the South Dakota map and also points
in time. Even though one pair of sustainable and conventional farms has been followed from the mid- l 980s, none of the
case farms can be considered representative of all farms or all circumstances.
"They should be considered as indicative, not definitive," Dobbs said.
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The members of the research team
also won't be surprised by changes in
sustainable agriculture in the future.
"University researchers and conventional and sustainable farmers are experimenting with new practices and systems," Dobbs said . "Eventually we will
be farther down the road and perhaps
more able to sort out the long-run
impacts of sustainable agriculture." D
Dobbs, Taylor, and Smolik have collaborated in a recently published bulletin,
"Farm, rural economy, and policy implications of sustainable agriculture in South
Dakota, " in which they elaborate on their
4-year study. Ask for it at your county
Extension office or write Bulletin Room,
SDSU, Box 2231, Brookings SD 57007.
The team's research was supported in part
by a major grant from the Northwest Area
Foundation. Mary Brashier is Experiment
Station publications editor in the Department of Agricultural Communications,
SDSU.

Biostress research highlights
Mary Brashier

housands of research discoveries
have poured out of the Agricultural
Experiment Station since it opened
in 1887. These are only a few of the
highlights of progress in overcoming
biostress throughout those years.

T

1898
Horticulturalist N.E. Hansen returned from
a 9-month assigrunent as special agent collecting seeds and plants in Russia, Transcaucasia, Turkestan, China, and Siberia.
His fame ·as a plant breeder and international plant explorer was worldwide.
Through his trips, crested wheatgrass,
smooth bromegrass, and Cossack alfalfa
were introduced to North America.

1916

1933

South Dakota was one of the first stations in the country to evaluate corn
silage as a feed source for livestock.

The first bulletin on how to construct
rammed earth buildings was published.
It may be the most popular publication
ever issued by the Experiment Station. In
the 1990s, requests for copies continue to
be received from around the world. ·

1918
Stem rust epidemics had virtually wiped
out wheat production in South Dakota.
Edgar McFadden, while still a student,
planted wheats in his landlady's garden
and produced one that was rust-resistant.
McFadden used crossbreeding, a technique scientists had considered impossibl~. His new wheat was, appropriately,
'Hope,' and it became a parent of many
of the wheats used to ease world hunger.

1945
'Rancher' sorghum was released. Out of
218 sorghum varieties available to South
Dakota farmers in 1945, only this and a
variety known only as 39-30-S could be
fed in a draughty year without worry of
prussic acid poisoning to livestock.

~

N.E. Hansen

1899
The first field station in the Northern Great
Plains was South Dakota's 117-acre Highmore station. It was also the first research
station in the U.S. to test durum wheat,
smooth bromegrass, Russian olive trees,
and yellow flowered alfalfa.

1909
The very first range research station in
the U.S. was established at Cottonwood .

1914
College Belle Wayne, the Experiment
Station's champion dairy cow, produced
3,338 pounds in 30 days, earning her
second place in world records at that
time. She joined Experiment Station scientists touring the state by rail and conducting "Farmers' Institutes" and "Pure
Seed Specials" at stops along the way.

Dr. Edgar McFadden

1933
A mysterious alkali disease had been poisoning cattle since the state was settled.
Experiment Station researchers found the
culprit-selenium. By 1940 scientists
could tell farmers where selenium-rich
soils were located in the state. In 1978
they identified a substance in linseed oil
meal that prevented chronic selenium poisoning. Today, SDSU researchers, having
found that selenium is an essential, if
minute, necessity in both human and livestock diets, are comparing the growth
rates of children in high-selenium areas to
growth rates of children in the rest of the
state and the nation. The data will be a
reference point for other parts of the country, since South Dakotans appear to show
no signs of selenium toxicity.
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1949
Rural sociologists focused on small towns
and communities. Their research provid- ~
ed data and direction for school reorga nization.

trate on basic research to develop new
dairy products and new and safe ways of
using the products.

1952
A formula for low-fat dairy spread was
~ released, an early step in developing the
. ,)) "light," healthy foods of today.

1989

1955
'Rushmore' wheat was released; it yielded
20 to 25 bushels per acre, while other
wheats ran 4 to 5. 'Siouxland' cottonwood
was released; the strain was highly resistant to leaf rust, winter hardy, did not produce cotton, and was a rapid grower.

1957
A cure was discovered for parakeratosis,
a nutritional disease of swine. Adding
zinc to the diet significantly increased
growth and eliminated the skin lesions.

1969
Ag engineers completed research on
reducing tractor cab noise, providing the
information on modified mufflers and
insulated cabs to the industry.

1980
Animal researchers found that
prostaglandin F2a helps synchronize
estrus in the ewe flock, so that lambs will
be born within days of each other. This
improves lambing supervision, flock
management, and marketing.

The Northern Regional Agricultural Utilization Consortium formed. Teams of
scientists from South Dakota, Minnesota,
and North Dakota develop technologies to
process the regjon's abundant raw materials into products sought by consumers
nationwide, and the consortium tests and
markets these technologies within the
northern region. The regional industrial
base enlarges, new jobs are created, and
agriculture in the three states benefits.

1989
The newest of the Experiment Station's
out-state research farms, Dakota Lakes,
came on line. Located on the east bank
of the Missouri River below Pierre, it is
both an irrigation and dryland research
facility.

1986
Veterinarians found a new bacterium
th at contributes to abortion in sheep.
The d iscovery brought worldwide
recognition.

1958
Biologists pioneered plant tissue culture,
and are now recognized internationally
for their discoveries. The process, a precursor of gene engineering, is now
familiar-entire plants are grown from a
"starter" mass of callus in a test tube.

1991

1958
Scientists developed individual outdoor
hutches in which to raise dairy calves,
virtually eliminating death losses from
the pneumonia which had been causing
four of every 10 dairy-calf deaths. The
research brought international recognition to SDSU.

1963

•

South Dakota was among the very first to
achieve 100-percent bulk-milk handling.
Research and education programs from
SDSU helped double dairy income,
improve butter quality, and expand the
state's cheesemaking plants to ninth
place in the U.S. by 1971.

1987
One-of-a-kind bull sperm studies at
SDSU began to change the artificial
insemination industry and the med ical
fields of human birth defects, infertility,
and toxicology.

1989
The SDSU Dairy Research Center opened;
it is one of only six in the nation. Scientists at the Center, in cooperation with
the University of Minnesota Department
of Food Science and Nutrition, concen17

One of the few studies in the country to
tie quality-of-life and economics together
showed a strong connection between
positive family relationships and economically successful farming. Farm couples that judged themselves most successful and happiest \Yere not the highincome, no-debt couples. They were,
instead, low-income, no-debt couples.

1991
"Bioplastics," films made with cornstarch; pullulan, a potential blood plasma substitute, made by fungi feasting on
corn syrup; a non-corrosive road deicer;
and an easier-handling cattle feed from
the byproducts of fuel ethanol production, were research projects funded by
the Com Utilization Council in the search
for new uses for this crop.

Northern Plains
Biostress Laboratory:
a· powerful new tool
for future research
Photos: Jerry Leslie

Dr. Tom West with pullulan

1991
Two "kits" were packaged by SDSU
researchers. One shortens the time
between onset of calf diarrhea and identification of the pathogen that may be caus:
ing it. Treatment can be started immediately. The other kit, the "Scan-Air" package, monitors gases, drafts, temperatures
and humidities, and fan outputs in confinement facilities , keeping both animals
and humans more comfortable.

1991
Ewe #7-422 gave birth to five live lambs,
total birth weight 34 pounds, mother and
offspring doing well. She had twins in
1989 and triplets in 1990. Naturally, she
is part of the sheep breeding flock.

hen completed in. the summer of 1993, the Northern Plains
Biostress Laboratory will provide the latest in tools and
·
facilities to help South Dakota scientists bring biostress down
to manageable levels.
"Biostress" is a new term for an old condition. Biostress includes
drought, floods, blizzards, insects, soil erosion, and a host of other
environmental and biological phenomena that put stress on plants,
animals, and humans. Work to combat biostress has continued
uninterrupted from the first days of the Agricultural Experiment Station
105 years ago. With the opening of the new building, the emphasis
broadens to encompass a new collaboration of scientists from different
specialties. This intensive approach has never been used before in
biostress research and would not be possible without the new building to
focus the effort.

W

Dedication ceremonies and open house are planned for September
1993. The photos on these pages document construction. D

1992
Researchers have taken the "mystery"
out of "mystery swine disease." A diagnostic test is in limited use, and a vaccine
is not far way. The disease struck the
U.S. in 1987, and can be economically
devastating, typically costing $250 to
$500 per sow in stillborns and in weakened and smaller surviving litters. Until
the SDSU discovery of the virus, it had
been the most investigated and unidentified pathogen in the swine industry.

1992
Nationally, scours, or colibacillosis, is considered the most threatening of all diseases among pigs under 30 days of age
and costs producers millions of dollars
annually. SDSU veterinary scientists identified a protein in the intestines of some
pigs that makes them susceptible to the
disease. The gene is hereditary, so selective breeding will result in resistant pigs.
Mary Brashier is Agricultural Experiment Station publications editor in the Department of
Agricultural Communications, SDSU.

Architect's rendition of finished Northern Plains Biostress laboratory
I ,
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September 1991

March 1992
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March 1992

April 1992
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June 1992

May 1992
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Cheese:
steam-stripping
the fat away
Larry Tennyson

ith the current emphasis on
curtailing cholesterol in
human nutrition, will consumers pay more for reduced-cholesterol
dairy products? Do we have the know- ·
how to make such products without
diminishing their useful characteristics?
Questions like these serve as the basis for
considerable research at the SDSU Dairy Science Department. Dairy scientist Bob Baer
said low-fat and full-fat, reduced cholesterol,
dairy products are being developed and tested there on a continuing basis.
One method for reducing cholesterol in
dairy products is a relatively simple, mechanical, stripping process, he said. One applies
high-pressure steam to untreated milk fat to
distill it, then condenses the vapors into butter oil, rich in cholesterol. The remainder is
cholesterol-reduced milk fat, which can be
used to make a variety of dairy products
such as milk, cheese, butter, and ice cream.
But hold on there. This greatly oversimplifies a really complicated situation,
said Dr. Baer.
For instance, if you add extra expense to
the processing, the retail price also goes up.
If you tamper with the source of the flavor,
the consumer has grown to appreciate, you
risk having a shelf of unsold product in
your dairy section. And, what use do you
make of the valuable butter oil?
There's a lot for researchers to find out,
and Baer and his colleague, Bruce
Schroder, Dairy Science research associate,
are working hard to find answers to some
of those questions. In one study, they used
the steam-stripping process to produce the
reduced-cholesterol milk fat, added this to
skim milk, and used the mixture to make
one cheddar cheese that was both low-fat
and cholesterol-reduced and another that
was just cholesterol-reduced.
Cheddar cheese ordinarily is about 33percent fat and contains 30 milligrams of
cholesterol. Low-fat cheddar ordinarily is
about 21 -percent fat and has 19 grams of
cholesterol.
The cheeses made by the two scientists
beat those marks by a good margin. Cholesterol in their regular cheddar went to 7 milligrams. That in their low-fat cheddar went

W

to 6 milligrams. Fat in their regular cheddar was 31 percent, while that in their lowfat cheese went down to about 18 percent.
But what would consumers think of the
two cheeses? To find out, Baer and
Schroder had consumers evaluate the
cheeses for appearance, aroma, texture,
and taste after they'd aged 30 days.
Both were given acceptable marks. The

low-fat cheddar ranked between "good"
and "very good" in
four categories. The
reduced-cholesterol cheddar rated similarly
for appearance and aroma, but dropped ·between "good" and "fair'' for taste and tex- W :1:
ture.
The pair have conducted similar studies for reduced-cholesterol butter. They
compared butter of similar fat content in
which one had 85 percent of its cholesterol removed. Most consumers favored
the regular butter, but 38 percent still
favored the reduced-cholesterol butter.
"We've also learned that nutrition-conscious consumers will pay a premium
price for reduced-cholesterol dairy products," Baer said. "But questions still
remain, and the work goes on." 0

all

Dr. Larry Tennyson is a feature writer in the
Department of Agricultural Communications,
SDSU.

--

Bob Baer, SDSU dairy scientist, normally doesn't s13rve customers at the department's
popular ice-cream parlor, but both low-fat and reduced-cholesterol cheddars and reducedcholesterol butter are available there.
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research funding briefs
The SDSU College of Agriculture and
Biological Sciences receives grants and
contracts for research and service projects. Funds received from May
"through ·June, 1992:
• $22,000 from Governor's Office of .
Economic 'oev~lopment for CIT£ project, omega-3 pork indll$try product.

John Romans, Animol and Range Sci,nce, ·project: director.
' • $2,500 from South Dakota Department of Education· ana Cultural
Affa~.rs for NSF/SSI .plannillg grant,
stjence, mathematics, and 'technology
in the McCool< Central Scq,poJ Qistrict. Gerald Myers, Biology/Microbiology, project director.
·

•

• An additional $26,233 from U.S.
Department of Energy, WAPA for bioconversion of cellqlosic munictpal
• 'SQlid wastes into ethanol fuel.
William Gibbons, Biology/Micr(Jbiqlogy, and Dwight Adamson, Eco.nomics,
0

• An ·additional $158_,600 from South
Dakota Com Utilization Council for
com udlization projects. Jo.ma .Jul-

.son., Agricultural Engineering; Thomas
Wd~ Biochemistry; William Gibbons.,·
Catl Westoy., Biology/Microbiology;
Ya$hwant Pathak, Pharmacy; Leon
Wrage, Paul Johnson., Pla.nt Science;
Padmanaba,i Krishnan, Nutrition and
Pood Science, eraject directors.
• $2,000 from Pioneer Hybnd Inter·
national for start~r fertilizer P stud·
ies. Howard Woodard; PU:lnt Science,
.project director.
t

,.,'

_';.

,.

i

t

• $5,,696 througli Emoassy of the
Arab Republic of Egypt for Peace Fel:
low post-doctoral r~earch program.

Howard Woodard, Plant Science, ,project director.
·
• $4,000 from South Dakota Pork
Producers Council for swine ihfertility/respira(ocy synprome project.

• $3,825 from U.S. Department of
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Setvice to
update and print wetlands values and
management brochure. Charla
Berry, Wildl~ and Pisheri.u Sciencu,

pl"oject director.
• An adc}itional $104,574 from U.S.
Department of the Interior, Geologic,al Survey for South Dakota Water
Research Institute·~ogram.
Mylo Hellickson., Water.: Rt$0UrC,S
Institute, project director.

• $21,700 through ·south Dakota
Department of Environment and Natural Re~urces groundwater
stu<lx. David Gemtan, Water
Rlsource.s lpstitute, p,roject director.

for

• $12,.187 through South Dakota
Department of Environment and Natural Resources for Pickerel Lake
watershed protection plan. David
German, Water Resources Institute,

projeC, director.

project directors.

Michael Yaeger and .Thomas Prieve,
Veterinary Science, proje~t dirtctors.

• An additional $2,500 from 21st
Century Genetics Cooperative to
quantify sources. of variation for lactose concentration in Holstein milk.
William Foster, Dairy Science, pr-0ject

• $18,096 from U.S. DeP.attment of .
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service for
inventory and evaluation of wetland
habitats at Mud Lake, Roberts County, S.D., and Traverse County, Minn.

foi: Consumer Education for con..

director.

Don Hubbard, Wildlife and Fisheries

• $4,409 from the fiational Coalitie>n

Sciences, project director.
• An addition $2,200 from Potash
and Phosphate Institute for phospbo-,
rus soil tests for winter wheat on
shale derived soils. Ron Gel.duman,
Plant Science, project director.

• $7,564 from USO~ NGIRL, to support research assistant for barley ~1·
low dwarf project. Marie Langham,
Plant Science, project director.

• An addidonal $42,000 from U.S.
Department of Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service to study effect of
agricultural chemicals and non-point
source pollutants on northern prairie
wedands. Walter Duffy, Wildlife and

Fisheries Sci.enca, project director.

•
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sumer credit education project.

Bernadine Enevoldsen, Extension,·project director. ,
·
• $7,688 through South Dakota
Department of Social Services for
manuals and videos for child care
educational training. Gail Tidemann.,

Extension., project director.

,.
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Calendar of Eve·n ts
Event

Person to Contact

American Society of Animal Science, Laramie, Wyoming

Terry Goehring, Extension Beef Specialist, Rapid City

12

S.D. No-till Association Tour, Dakota Lakes Research Farm

Dwayne Beck, Manager, Pierre

21

McCrory Garden Party, Brookings, 6 p.m. to dark

Norm Evers, Horticulture Department, SDSU

Date
August
6-9

t)

September
1-7

South Dakota State Fair, Huron
Antelope Station Field Day, Buffalo

Lowell Slyter, Animal and Range Sciences, SDSU

10

Cottonwood Station Field DAy

Dick Pruitt, Animal and Range Sciences, SDSU

10

Northeast Research Station Tour, 5-9 p.m.

Jim Smolik, Manager, SDSU

16

Dakota Lakes Research Farm Fall Tour

Dwayne Beck, Manager, Pierre

19

SDSU Beef Bowl, Brookings

~ames Males, Head, Animal and Range Sciences, SDSU

9

26-0ct 1 National Environmental Stewardship Forum, Washington, D.C.

Kathy Reeves, 4-H Youth Specialist, Rapid City

October
7-10
14-17

Western Junior Livestock & Home Economics Shows, Rapid City

Kathy Reeves, 4-H Youth Specialist, Rapid City

Western 4-H Roundup, Denver

Kathy Reeves, 4-H Youth Specialist, Rapid City
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